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THE YOUNG LEADERS CONVOCATION
The Young Leadership Club of DPS Mathura
Road

organized

THE

YOUNG

LEADERS

CONVOCATION under VY-Leap 2021 on 18th
and 19th September. Along with the return
of the original three live events from last year
- PARLANCE, PRUDENTIA and THE YLC
CONFERENCE, two new live events were
added this year as INTELLECTIUM and a
SURPRISE EVENT.

Parlance

was first to commence. The

event began at 9 AM with the introduction of the
judge Mr Arun Chaudhary followed by the
explanation of rules. Further, the judge addressed
the participants and shared his experiences. Each
participant was provided with a topic in advance
and was given 3 minutes to deliver their speech.
They were also allowed to present pictures and
slides along with their speeches. The response
from the participants was exemplary

PRUDENTIA: Center of the Storm . After
the introduction of judge Ms Neety Prasad
and recitation of the rules and regulations,
the participants were divided into three
groups. Each participant was given a crisis, 1
minute to think and 1:30 minutes to express
their views. The crisis was given on the spot.
All participants enthusiastically spoke and
gave a positive response.

Intellectium

a modern-day leadership quiz designed to test the wits of the

upcoming leaders. The preliminary round was conducted on Kahoot with 20 teams
participating. Only the top five teams were allowed to compete in the final round which
was conducted in two parts: an audio round where participants had to recognize
famous leaders from their speeches played and the live quiz. The winners were decided
on the basis of points gained in both rounds. Participants thoroughly enjoyed the quiz.

The second day for the convocation began with equal enthusiasm and spirit.

The YLC conference started with a formal greeting to the judge Ms Asha
Saini followed by the general rules and regulations for the event. The event was
conducted in 2 rounds. Participants were
told to give an opening statement of 40
seconds and were then told to have an
open forum of moderated discussion for 15
minutes,

followed

by

their

closing

statements which were of 40 seconds.
Participants were very enthusiastic and
lead

a

prolific

discussion.

The

event

concluded with some inspirational words
from the judges’ side and the participants thanked the organizing team for the event
before leaving

The

SURPRISE EVENT started from 3pm

on Sunday, 19th September 2021. It consisted of 3
rounds. Round 1 “Terribly Tiny Tales” In this
round, participants were divided into 3 teams. They
were required to form a story with as many
sentences as the number of participants. 1 team
was eliminated and the rest 2 proceeded towards the 2nd round.
Round 2 comprised of a pitching event “ad Mad”. In this round, the remaining participants
were further divided into 3 teams and were given the same product. They were given 15mins
to prepare a pitch to sell to the customers. . After the time to prepare was over, the presenters
presented and spoke about the product to everyone in the meeting post in which 2 teams
remained and 1 was eliminated.
Round 3 “league of leaders” was an anonymous
round. The participants’ were assigned new names in
order to maintain anonymity. They were called one by
one and were asked to type their chosen colored
sticker from the ppt. Each participant was given 2 mins
to prepare and 1.5 mins to speak. After all the
participants had spoken, the members of the audience
and the participants as well were sent a Google form for voting purposes. In the end, the
entire event proved to be an enormous success.

All these events were especially designed to challenge the young minds and make them
familiar with the Dynamics of Hands-on Leadership.

IT WAS NICE MEETING THE LEADER IN YOU !

